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CREA Nature Investigators 

WHAT IS IN DIRT? 

 
What is dirt? Some people think dirt is icky, unclean, or …well, dirty! Yet, dirt is also one of the 
most important materials supporting living things on the planet. Today we investigate what dirt 
contains and why it is so important to living things by digging a hole! Grab a shovel or other tool 
and let’s get to work! 
 
DISCLAIMER: Ask a parent or guardian if it’s okay to dig a hole before starting! 
 
To find a good digging spot, look for a place with loose soil. This usually means an area without 
a lot of plant cover or other organic things. Another thing to consider is whether your hole will 
be in anyone’s way. Try to find a place where people won’t be walking. 
 
Some questions to ask while digging your hole: 

• What colors are you finding in the dirt? Does it change as you dig deeper? 
• Are you finding any living things? Worms, bugs, plants or plant roots? 
• Are there different textures of soil as you dig down? What does the dirt feel like? Is it 

wet or dry? Is wet dirt different from dry dirt? 
• What does the dirt smell like? 
• Any different sized chunks of dirt? Why is that? 

 
Once you have dug down a good distance (say, one foot deep), stop and about what’s in this 
dirt. Living things? Dead things? Rocks? Water? Soil is more interesting when you dig down into 
it, you never know what you’ll find when you explore beneath the surface! 
 

Bonus Activities: 

• Digging in dirt is fun. Add water for even more fun! Pour water into your hole and see 
how long it takes to disappear. Does it disappear slower or faster if you add more 
water?  

• Dig holes in different places. Does the dirt in your backyard look different from the dirt 
in the forest? What about in a garden? 

• Make a soil shake (not the kind you drink!). Find a glass jar with a tight-fitting lid. Put soil 
from the top of your hole into the jar so it fills the bottom two inches. Then add water 
to cover the dirt by at least another two inches. Screw the lid on tightly, then shake the 
jar hard. Set the jar down, then watch what happens. Don’t pick up the jar. You might 
have to let things settle for a while – check it after a couple of hours, and even the next 
day. What happens? Do you see any patterns? 

 
Remember to fill in your hole after you finish so that no one will fall in and hurt themselves! 


